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Abstract       
 
This report presents a study on the effect of microwave plasma sources on the surface modification of carbon fibre reinforced 
composites. The adhesion property of polymer composites is an important consideration in manufacturing processes. A key challenge 
in polymer adhesion is the need for adhesive pre-treatment to improve the wettability properties of the surface. Often three 
sequential steps are needed: contaminant removal, physically induced surface modification and chemical treatment. Atmospheric 
plasma treatment (APT) has been shown to either achieve, or eliminate the need for, one or more of these steps. The effects of APT 
on the surface properties of thermoplastics and thermosetting polymers have been reported recently, but the report on the effect 
of different plasma sources on the APT of polymers is limited.  
50% carbon fibre epoxy samples were subjected to a microwave plasma source with varied flow rate, power, and samples’ distance 
from source, under atmospheric conditions. The surface energy of the composites was determined using liquid contact angle analysis. 
A coherence scanning interferometer was used to characterise the surface changes. The underlying mechanisms for the observed 
change of surface properties will be discussed. 
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1. Introduction   

Polymer composites are of increasing value in the aerospace 
sector [1] due to their light weight, high stiffness and strength 
[2]. The adhesion properties of polymer composites are an 
important consideration in the manufacturing process due to 
their use in complex structures. Several mechanisms play a key 
role in the adhesion process including mechanical interlocking, 
diffusion, electrostatic attraction, adsorption, and related 
molecular forces. A key challenge in polymer adhesion is the 
need for adhesive pre-treatment to improve the wettability 
properties of the surface [3]. 

Adhesive bonding of composites can often be difficult due to 
low surface energies and presence of surface contamination. ISO 
standards on the methods of surface preparation before 
adhesion state a 3-step process; contaminant removal, physical 
surface modification and chemical treatment [4] 

The 3-step process can often involve the use of abrasive 
cleaners and other chemical treatments that are not only 
complicated but also time consuming [5]. Atmospheric pressure 
plasma offers an alternative treatment that has the potential to 
functionally replace not just one but possibly all of these steps 
while also being a relatively simple non-contact treatment 
method [6]. 

This paper looks at the effect of microwave atmospheric 
pressure plasma treatment on the surface characteristics of 
carbon composites, particularly the surface roughness and the 
surface free energy (determined through the surface 
wettability), building on previous work conducted with the same 
torch for the surface modification of crystal quartz [7,8]. 

2. Methodology      

To produce an argon plasma, a Sairem surface wave compact 
plasma torch was adapted for atmospheric applications. A 
microwave electromagnetic field propagates longitudinally at 
the interface between a dielectric quartz tube and the plasma 
created within the tube. A dielectric barrier discharge ignition 
system is added to ensure the plasma ignites under atmospheric 
conditions. The inductively coupled torch was mounted 
vertically so that the plasma flows downwards towards the 
sample (See figure 1). A microwave frequency of 2,450 MHz was 
set throughout the experiments.  

Two different settings for forward power were set: 150 W and 
100 W with various reflected powers depending on the initial 
power and flow rate of argon.  

Carbon fibre reinforced epoxy samples were cut into 3 x 3 cm 
squares, then being ultrasonically cleaned for 30 minutes before 
processing. The samples were placed directly under the torch, 
with the centre of the sample aligned to the centre of the quartz 
tube. Samples were radiated for 180 seconds.  

Interferometric and contact angle tests were conducted at the 
centre of the sample, directly under the plasma stream. Water 
contact angle and Ethylene Glycol contact angle measurements 
were made using a Goniometer (ThetaLite 100,   Biolin 
Scientific). Measurements were taken over 10 seconds at 6 
frames per second. 

For surface roughness evaluation, a coherence scanning 
interferometer (Talysurf CCI 6000, Taylor Hobson Precision) was 
utilised. Measurements were taken directly at the centre, 1 mm 
to the left and then 1 mm below of the centre point. The 
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measurements were taken with a 20x lens, measuring an area of 
0.9 x 0.9 mm. The roughness of the surface before and after 
processing, at the same place, was observed. Surface form and 
waviness measurements were also taken. Levelling and 
averaging were carried out for each sample. 
 

 
Figure 1. The schematic set-up of the microwave torch in relation to 

the sample 

 

3. Results 

Initially samples were irradiated for a period of 60 seconds.  
However, water contact angle measurements showed negligible 
improvement upon the surface energy of the composites. 

This is in line with previous studies on plasma surface 
processing of carbon epoxy composites, with an epoxy surface 
finish. Previous work conducted by Luo et al  [9] on carbon fibre 
reinforced PEEK composites showed that increasing treatment 
time from 30 seconds to 120 seconds had a significant impact on 
reducing contact angles. Dighton et al  [5] reported that longer 
treatment times, where the plasma remained at each point in 
the sample for a longer period, decreased water contact angles 
when using a dielectric barrier air plasma. For these reasons, 
treatment time was then increased to 180 seconds where a 
noticeable difference was observed. 

3.1 Influence of plasma parameters on the surface roughness 

Surfaces were measured using a coherence scanning 
interferometer before and after treatment, at the centre of each 
sample.  

 
 Figure 2. Surface topography as measured by a coherence scanning 

interferometer for a 0.9x0.9 mm section of the composite.  

 
It is apparent by the surface topographical measurement, that 

the surface shape of the composites follows a similar shape to 
the crosshatched pattern of the carbon fibres underneath them, 
as seen in figure 2.  

A profile was taken to measure Rq, from top to bottom, as 
shown in figure 2 and 3. This causes some variation in results 
with form being directional, depending on what part of the 
crossed hatched area the profile crosses. 

 

 
Figure 3. Surface profiles taken to characterise surface roughness. 

 
An average across the three measurement areas was taken for 

each repeat and detailed in table 1 below.  
 
Table 1 The effect of atmospheric pressure plasma on the Ra of carbon 

fibre reinforced epoxy. Note Rq is in nm scale. 

Forward 
Power 
(W) 

Flow 
Rate 
(Lmin-1) 

Z 
Height 
(mm) 

Surface Roughness  
(Rq, nm)  

Before 
Treatment 

After 
Treatment 

100 
 

10 2 29 21 

3 33 14 

20 2 26 12 

3 23 13 

150 10 2 18 22 

3 34 38 

20 2 22 20 

3 23 48 

 
From the Rq measurements, it can be observed that plasma 

treatment has a slight effect in altering the surface roughness, 
although this effect is negligible. A similar occurrence can be 
found with Coulon and Mailard [10] who also found that plasma 
processing of epoxy showed slight, but negligible, improvements 
in lowering surface roughness. Spyrides et al [11] found that 
plasma processing of a different polymer, polyethylene, actually 
increased the surface roughness, with longer treatment times 
resulting in higher Sq. However, this study used a radio 
frequency plasma at low pressure, and it is likely the roughness 
could also increase due to the temperature of the plasma, in 
their case. 

Drnovska et al [12] also observed similar results using low 
temperature oxygen plasma. However, it is likely this is a cause 
of the type of feed gas used, as their results report an increase 
in roughness from oxygen plasma while ammonia decreased 
surface roughness.  

Sq measurements were also recorded to give a better 
presentation of each of the three 0.9x0.9 mm sample surfaces, 
as a whole. This provides a better understanding of the overall 
surface roughness. 



  

Table 2 The effect of atmospheric pressure plasma on the Sq of carbon 
fibre reinforced epoxy. Note for consistency the units are in nm. 

Forward 
Power 
(W) 

Flow 
Rate 
(Lmin-1) 

Z 
Height 
(mm) 

Surface Roughness (Sq, nm)  

Before 
Treatment 

After 
Treatment 

100 
 

10 2 142 165 

3 81 98 

20 2 68 61 

3 95 101 

150 10 2 185 186 

3 125 104 

20 2 83 97 

3 60 156 

 
Looking at the Sq measurements from table 2, it is clear that 

plasma processing still has negligible effect on surface roughness 
as a whole. While the overall surface roughness does seem to 
increase or decrease depending on processing parameter, the 
increase/decrease is still relatively small, in terms of ten of 
nanometres. When topographical images were looked at very 
few differences were observed before and after processing. 

3.2. Influence of processing parameters on wettability 

Liquid contact angles with water and ethylene glycol were 
measured, to observe the wettability on the samples. These 
results were used to calculate surface free energy. 

 
3.2.1 Liquid contact angle measurement      

Prior to plasma treatment, the average contact angles of water 
and ethylene glycol on the composite surface were 67.5 o and 
51.2 o, respectively. After treatment contact angles reduced 
dramatically to a range between 11.8-19.8 o for water and 5.6-
15.1 o for ethylene glycol, as demonstrated in table 3. 
 

Table 3 The effect of atmospheric pressure plasma on the liquid 
contact angle of carbon fibre reinforced epoxy.  

Forward 
Power 
(W) 

Flow 
Rate 
(Lmin-1) 

Z 
Height 
(mm) 

Liquid Contact Angle (˚)  

Water Ethylene 
Glycol 

100 
 

10 2 19.1 8.7 

3 19.8 15.1 

20 2 17.3 8.2 

3 16.5 13.7 

150 10 2 13.5 6.0 

3 15.1 9.9 

20 2 11.8 5.6 

3 14.7 7.0 

Looking at table 3, the results as a whole, it is clear that power, 
flow rate and standoff distance all affect the resultant liquid 
contact angle. 

 
3.2.2 Surface energy calculations     
Surface energy is the additional free energy at a surface. This 

is a result of the molecules at the surface having fewer 
molecules to interact with. Unbalanced forces, as a result of lack 
of attraction, results in additional energy. There are many 
different methods for determining surface energy depending on 
the type of material measured and the liquids used. The most 
basic form is Young equation. Young equation describes a 
relationship between contact angle (θ), liquid surface tension 

(𝛾𝑙𝑔), interfacial tension between a solid and a liquid (𝛾𝑠𝑙) and 

the surface free energy of the solid (𝛾𝑠𝑔) as shown in equation 1 

and displayed in figure 4 [13]. 
 

γ𝑠𝑔 =  γ𝑠𝑙 +  γ𝑙𝑔 cos θ 

Equation 1.  Young equation 
 
The various models used for determining surface energy are 

often chosen depending on whether the surface energy of the 
sample is likely to be high or low, polar, or non-polar etc. Often 
liquids that contain different dispersive and polar elements are 
chosen. The choice of model may have a significant impact on 
the result, which often makes choosing a model a difficult and 
unclear decision [14]. 

 

 
Figure 4. The diagram describes the components needed for Young’s 
equation in relation to a liquid droplet measurement, where 𝛾𝑠𝑙 is the 
surface tension between a solid and a liquid, 𝛾𝑠𝑔  is the solid and gas 

interfacial tension and  𝛾𝑙𝑔 is the liquid and gas surface tension.  

 

The Owens, Wendt, Rabel and Kaelble(OWRK) method [15,16] 
is used to measure surface energy of polymers and other 
moderately polar surfaces [12]. The model incorporates the 
Young-Dupre equation, equation 2 and the Fawkes model, 
equation 3. 

 
𝑊𝑠𝑙 =  𝜎𝑙(1 + cos 𝜃) 

Equation 2. The Young Dupree equation 
 
Where Wsl is the work of adhesion, σl is the surface energy of the 
liquid. The theory further relates work of adhesion into its polar 
and dispersive (van der waals) forces, as shown Equation 3. 
 

𝑊𝑠𝑙 = 𝑠 (√𝜎𝑙
𝑃. 𝜎𝑠

𝑃 + √𝜎𝑙
𝐷. 𝜎𝑠

𝐷) 

Equation 3. The Fawkes theory in regards to work of adhesion 
 

Where σl
P and σl

D are the polar and dispersive components of 
the liquids surface tension and 𝜎𝑠

𝑃 and 𝜎𝑠
𝐷are the respective 

solid components. This method calculates solid and liquid 
interfacial tension using two liquids with known dispersive and 
polar parts [10]. Water has a surface energy of 72.8 mJm-2 
composed of 51 mJm-2 polar energy and 21.8 mJm-2 dispersive 
energy. Ethylene glycol with a lower energy of 48 mJm-2 is 
composed of a polar and dispersive component of 19 mJm-2 and 
29 mJm-2 respectively [14].  

The OWRK model, see equation 4, is derived so that the liquid 
dispersive and polar interactions may be expressed in the form   
y = mx + c. 

 

𝜎𝑙(1 + cos 𝜃)

2 (√𝜎𝑙
𝐷 )

= (√𝜎𝑠
𝑃)

√𝜎𝑙
𝑃

√𝜎𝑙
𝐷

+ √𝜎𝑠
𝐷  

Equation 4. The OWRK model 



  

 
The left side of the equation is plotted on the y-axis with the 

square root of the liquid’s polar forces over its dispersive forces 
plotted on the x-axis. The polar and dispersive components of 
the surface energy can then be found from the ‘m’ gradient and 
‘C’ intercept.  

 
𝜎𝑠 = 𝜎𝑠

𝑃 + 𝜎𝑠
𝐷 

Equation 5. The Fawkes theory where overall surface energy is a sum 
of polar and dispersive components 

 

As surface energy of the solid sample is considered a 
component of its polar and dispersive forces, we may add these 
forces to produce our total surface energy, 𝜎𝑠, as displayed in 
equation 5. 

 
Table 4 The effect of atmospheric pressure plasma on the liquid 

contact angle of carbon fibre reinforced epoxy.  

Forward 
Power (W) 

Flow Rate 
(Lmin-1) 

Z Height 
(mm) 

Surface Energy 
(mJ/m2) 

Before Treatment 34.5 

100 10 2 75.6 

3 76.3 

20 2 76.9 

3 78.4 

150 10 2 79.0 

3 78.6 

20 2 79.8 

3 78.4 

 
Looking at the surface energies from the different processing 
parameters, in table 4, it can be observed that all parameter 
combinations have a significant and positive increase in surface 
energy. The change in surface energy does not vary by much 
across the different parameters, however it is clear that a 
combination of 150 W, 20 Lmin-1 and a 2 mm Z height appears to 
result in the highest surface energy, with higher power treated 
samples (150 W) showing higher surface energies overall than 
lower power (100 W) treated samples.  

4. Conclusion      

Atmospheric pressure microwave argon plasma has been 
shown in this study to increase the surface free energy of carbon 
fibre reinforced epoxy, with the degree of modification 
dependent on a combination of processing parameters; forward 
power, flow rate and torch to sample distance (Z height).  

From the combination of parameters studied, the optimum 
combination of parameters for increasing surface energy has 
been shown to be 150 W forward power, a 20 Lmin-1 flow rate 
with a 2 mm z height. This and previous work demonstrate that 
increasing the forward power results in a significant increase in 
surface energy, but further work is needed to optimise these 
conditions. 

It will be advantageous in future studies to further incorporate 
other surface analysis techniques, such a spectroscopy, to gain 
understanding of the plasma- surface interactions on a chemical 
level. 

Given previous work in literature [5], further studies should be 
done to compare the effect of z height and flow rate upon the 
samples. Work conducted within this study will be repeated with 
the same conditions to produce mean values and deviations to 
quantify the influcne of the parameters better.  

 

Particular interest should be taken with measuring the surface 
energy change across the sample, from the centre region, to the 
perimeter of the treatment area, to observe the uniformity of 
treatment. 
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